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We showed earlier that for the proarrow equipment ( )* : TOP +TOPLEXCo, the codomain 
is equivalent to codiscrete cofibrations in the domain (i.e. TOPLEXCo-CODCOFIB TOP). 
Here we show that Jtc- CODCOFIB J1 for any proarrow equipment ( )* : Yl -JZ satisfying a 
finitary exactness axiom. We give applications to topoi relative to a base and Grothendieck topoi. 
1. Introduction 
Consider a span, p: AcE+B: q, in CAT and write 
e 
l \ 
. \ \ . \ 
a b 
to signify ep = a and eq = b. Given a : a’ +a in A it makes sense to ask for a ‘best 
lifting’ of cx to E. Referring to 
ae-e . 
. . 
a” 
a’ - a 
CY 
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we are asking for a morphism oe +e in E, p of which is CY, universal in the following 
sense: for all f -+ e in E and commutative triangles in A of the form shown, there 
exists a unique f -+ae, p of which is a/‘-a’, making the triangle in E commute. 
Extant terminology abounds. Notably, ae +e is said to be Cartesian over a. If 
oe + e exists for all e and (Y as above, p is referred to as a fibration over A. ‘Fibra- 
tion’ is sometimes further qualified, because, CAT being a bicategory, there are 
three dual notions available. 
The i’s seem to be due to Benabou, circa 1974. Mentally replacing them by 1’s 
gives ae the air of a pullback of e along a and this certainly aids intuition. In fact, 
it is possible to construct a category out of p which makes this remark precise. (This 
can safely be left as a very optional exercise.) In practice, oe can often be realized 
as an ordinary pullback in E. In particular, if p is left exact, it is a fibration if and 
only if it has a fully faithful right adjoint r and then ae is the pullback of the unit 
e -+ epr along cu. In any event, we have e = ae (a : a-r a) and a’(rxe) = (cr’cx)e, via 
universality, and this prompted the terminology ‘left action’ for (a, e) ++ (Ye in [9]. 
Return to the span (p, q) and consider a /3 : b + b’ in B. We can then ask for a best 
lifting of it, e-+e/I, to E, whose universal property can surely be inferred from the 
paragraph about exe and the following diagram: 
I 
i.--:;;;. 
b” 
b-b’ 
P 
If e-+ep exists for all e and p which are ‘composable’ in the sense suggested by the 
above configuration, then q is sometimes referred to as an opfibration over B. (This 
is one of the dual notions of fibration mentioned above.) (e, /I) ++ efi was called a 
‘right action’ in [9] and [lo]. 
If p is a fibration and q is an opfibration, we may have 
ffe >e- +eP 
. . .._ 
l \ . \ . ‘. -.* \. \ . . . . \ \ .‘. 
a’ 
-.,‘ \ 
+a b +b’ (Y P 
for all a, e and p as above. It is an additional condition on the span (p,q). (For 
example, it does not hold for cod : B + B2 --f B : cod, where B has pullbacks. In that 
case, cod is a fibration via pullback while cod is always an opfibration via composi- 
tion.) When the situation in the diagram above does prevail, (ae, /I) and (a, ep) are 
‘composable’ pairs and we have a canonical arrow (ae)P-+a(ep), induced by 
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cxe+e+e/?, which is p-over a’ and q-over 6’. If (ae)P+a(ep) is an isomorphism, 
the span (p, q) is said to be a fibration from B to A. (In some classes of examples 
this is not an extra condition once we have (ae)P-+c-u(ep) as above. See [9, Remark 
351 and also Proposition 9 of this paper.) 
Fibrations from B to A yield a bicategory (actually a 2-category) upon considera- 
tion of span functors which preserve the ‘bimodule’ structure and span natural 
transformations between such. Discrete objects in this bicategory provide a category 
which is equivalent to SETAoPxB and an object of SETA’lpXB is, by definition, a 
profunctor from B to A. This brings us close to our present interests. 
The experienced reader will have observed that the domains of (a, e) H ae and 
(e, /?) u ep are comma categories (A/p and q/B respectively) and further that univer- 
sality suggests these actions appear as adjoints (right and left respectively). In a 
bicategory x one may have comma objects - universals which are to comma 
categories what products in a category are to Cartesian products of sets. Thus, in 
a bicategory ~4! one needs only the requisite comma objects to state what it means 
for a span (p, q) in Z to be a fibration from B to A in Z. Furthermore, by consider- 
ing fibrations in Zap one arrives at the definition of a cofibration from B to A in 
Z. For Tt= CAT what transpires is quite interesting. The bicategory of cofibrations 
from B to A is quite different from that of fibrations from B to A and yet the co- 
discrete cofibrations are equivalent, as a category, to SETA”‘XB. Thus, in seeking 
a canonical route to a notion of ‘proarrow’ for a bicategory Z, which specializes 
to the notion of profunctor for CAT, we apparently have at least two options. 
In [16] an axiomatic route to proarrows was proposed. The homomorphism of 
bicategories CAT+ PROF, which simply regards a functor as a profunctor, has 
many pleasing properties. Wood extracted a rather meagre set of these and dubbed 
any homomorphism ( )* : X-Al which enjoyed them (abstract) proarrow equip- 
ment for rt. (The axioms are repeated, for convenience, in Section 2.) A proarrow 
equipment for TOP, the bicategory of topoi and geometric morphisms, was noted. 
It was ‘forget the inverse image’ : TOP + TOPLEX“‘, where TOPLEX denotes the 
bicategory of topoi and left exact functors. Similarities with the CAT+PROF 
paradigm go beyond the proarrow axioms of [16]. 
Notably: Finite sum diagrams are preserved by each homomorphism and the 
diagram of right adjoints for each sum diagram becomes a finite product diagram 
in the codomain. (For f=(f*, f*) a geometric morphism, f* is right adjoint to f* 
in TOPLEXCo.) The left exact cotriple construction and idempotent left exact triple 
(sheaf) construction have precise counterparts for profunctors. 
It seemed likely that TOP -+TOPLEXCo is a canonical proarrow equipment for 
TOP. Indeed, it was shown in [9] and its sequel [lo] that TOPLEXCo is equivalent, 
as a bicategory, to the bicategory of codiscrete cofibrations in TOP. The proof did 
not seem to be specific to topoi. Modifications produced an analogous result for 
ABEL-, ABELLEXCo, where ABEL denotes the bicategory of abelian categories, 
and ‘geometric morphisms’ [8]. It became clear that the theorem really concerned 
proarrow equipment ( )* : Yi+A, subject to additional axioms about sums and 
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Kleisli objects for monads. (Such axioms were investigated in [17].) The main goal 
of this paper is to give a proof, necessarily bicategorical, of a theorem which makes 
the above precise. 
A general remark about bicategories is in order. Bi-notions differ from 2-notions 
in that any concept which is defined by CAT-valued representability, and hence 
defined up to unique isomorphism, to produce a 2-notion, is replaced by the cor- 
responding concept defined by CAT-valued bi-representability. Such concepts are 
defined up to an equivalence which itself is unique up to a unique isomorphism. 
Even when working with 2-categories, bi-notions rather than 2-notions are the rele- 
vant ones, as Street has maintained for some time. In particular, in defining fibra- 
tions one should use comma objects etc. in the bi-sense. Even for CAT there is a 
difference. An equivalence p : E-A is not a fibration (from 1 to A) in the 2-sense. 
It is a fibration (from 1 to A) in the bi-sense. In our object-wise description of ae, 
say, we should not require (cre)p =a’, but rather (cre)p<a should be prescribed. 
Unfortunately, bi-notions have not, as yet, been shaken down to the point where 
they are not a distraction for either the author or the reader. Thus, we continue, 
in the style of the other papers in this series, with a somewhat Eulerian point of view 
that sacrifices some precision for readability. 
Fibrations seem to have been first studied in [4] and later in [2] and [3]. Profunc- 
tors were introduced by Lawvere and Benabou. The main modern references for 
matters bicategorical in general and fibrational in particular continue to be [ 12- 151. 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper, X will denote a bicategory which appears as the domain 
of a homomorphism ( )* :Yl+&. ( )* is proarrow equipment for YZ in that the 
following axioms are assumed: 
Axiom 1. The objects of JX are those of X and ( )* is the identity on objects. 
Axiom 2. ( )* is locally fully faithful. 
Axiom 3. For every arrow f in XI, f* has a right adjoint f* in ,A, 
It is convenient to drop ( )* whenever possible and thus write as if Yl is a locally 
full subbicategory of & with the same class of objects. We write r : f +g : A + B 
etc. for a transformation in YZ and 7 : @ + Y: A + B etc. for a general transforma- 
tion in A. A : A +A denotes an identity arrow; f: f-f and @ : @+ @ denote 
identity transformations. We write composites in diagrammatic order. (Thus 
.J+.X_+=. fg - l etc.) Our convention on profunctors is that @ : B-A is coexten- 
sive with @ : AoP x B+ SET, so A +-B : CD is often our preferred positioning of an 
arrow in A. If f: A + B in X, then we write J: A -ff * for the unit and f: f *f + B 
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for the counit of fif* in JZ. 
The following axioms on ( )* : X+J% were extensively studied in [17]: 
Axiom 4. .YL has finite (global) sums which are preserved by ( )* and ( )* preserves 
finite products. 
Axiom 5. Every monad (A, @) in & has a Kleisli opalgebra [E] with k : A +A, in 
.YL. An arrow A.+Xis in 3 if and only if A+A.+Xis in Z. [k*:A.+A,rc*] 
is an Eilenberg-Moore algebra for (A, @). 
It is possible to state the above axioms in a unified concise fashion. This was done 
in [17] and will not be repeated here. Note, however, that Axioms 4 and 5 are jointly 
equivalent to: 
Axiom C. JM has all finite collages. All collage injections i: A + C are in Z. An 
arrow C-X is in .Yt if and only if all A + C+ X are in Z. Applying ( )* to a collage 
diagram yields an opcollage diagram. 
We will assume Axioms 4 and 5, equivalently C, for ( ),:Z-+A throughout. 
A single arrow A + B : @ has a non-trivial collage which we consistently denote 
We will make frequent use of it so we note that for ( )* : CAT+PROF, 9 is the 
category with Ipl=lAI+IBl, cD(a’,a)=A(a’,a), p(b,b’)=B(b,b’), p(a,b)=@(a,b) 
and p(b,a) = @. For ( )* : TOP-+TOPLEX”, 9 is A/@. It is the now classical 
‘glueing construction’. In the generality of this paper, we have g=(A @ B),, 
where T is the monad [“, i]:A@B-A@B. 
If g+X in J% corresponds to 
< B 
A.‘/ 
5 
I- 
X 
Y 
then, as in [17], we write 
LJ 
5 
I- 
: 9+X. However, if X-r p in JZ%! corresponds to 
/L\ 
T I- 
A @ B 
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we now prefer to write [Y, z, ZJ : X-+ @ (rather than [r, t, Y]). Of course for i etc. 
above we have i=i, etc. but we dispense with the subscripts, even when several 
glueings are under consideration. 
3. Cofibrations in the context of proarrows 
Let p : A --t E+ B : q be a cospan in .X and consider 
P* 
A-E 
The dashed arrow is in X, since p and E are. Following the convention in [ 171 and 
above, we denote it by 
Lemma 1. For A+B: @ in Jl and 
with c and d in Yl; 
* 
= k*, w*, d*l, 
where, here, I,U* :d*@-+c* corresponds to v: @c+d by adjointness. 
Proof. Consider 
Proctrrows and cofibrations 
and note that 
[c*, v*, d*l 
is a pushout in ,M(X, T), by [17]. Then 
\./-’ 
A 
such that c*r d*A 
r+cA, A+dA such that Qi 
I 1 
VA 
/ 
A-dA 
Proposition 2. 
P [I p ij. E 
Proof. 
= [P*, P*,EI =.i, 
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where we have used [ 17, Lemma 1 and Proposition 321. 0 
as an arrow of cospans: 
i qj 
A-p*-- 
It may be thought of as a codiagonal. We say that (p, q) is a left cofibration from B 
to A precisely if 
H 
i has a left adjoint in (COSPN X)(B, A). Until further notice, 
assume that this is the case and denote the left adjoint by @, : E-+p*. In particular, 
P 
we have an adjunction @,-I @t*- p 
II E 
in X and ‘identities’ such as p@,- i etc. 
which we use freely. We have 
rz* 
t@,il@,*-ltj-llj* in A. 
E 
Recall, from [13] say, that @t is a coalgebra structure and hence splits the co- 
diagonal @T. So @t is an inclusion. Alternately, this follows from the fact that j 
is an inclusion. By universality of p* in &Y we can describe @t as a row vector in 
4. To aid in this description we have: 
Lemma 3. @,i*=p*. 
Proof. From i=p@, we have i*= @Tp*, hence @,i*= @,@,*p*-p*, the latter iso- 
morphism in virtue of @t being an inclusion. 0 
Since j= [p*, p*,E], we also have ji*=p *. From @,-I @,*-I j and @I an inclu- 
sion we have a canonical transformation T : @, + j. 
Lemma 4. The following diagram, in which the isomorphisms are as above, 
commutes: 
vi* 
P* p*.p* 
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Proof. This follows from the equations that are implicit for isomorphisms such as 
@,i*?p*. Let us illustrate this by referring to the ‘commutative’ diagram at the 
beginning of this section. The two apparently commuting triangles are understood 
P 
to be abbreviations for isomorphisms, say (x :p+ i p i’ and /3:j E 
can be pasted to K and it is understood that the result is p. Explicitly I, the equation is 
Now, writing @, = [p*, y, @I, 
we can realize T: @,+j as a transformation [p* :p*+p*, @ : @-El : [p*, y, @l--f 
[P*, P*, El, where 
P”------+PX 
P* 
Thus y=@p* and @,= [p*,@p*, 01. Moreover, if we write q for the unit of 
@I*-- j, then, similar to Lemma 4 above, we have 
Proposition 5. (@, @) is an idempotent comonad on E. 
Proof (Sketch). We claim that r*@ : j*@Z @I*@. For 
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where o’s denote transformations out of zero arrows. Then 
The discussion of this section will now be carried out ‘on the right’. Referring to 
the cospan p : A + Et B : q, consider 
4 
E-B 
4 
yielding 
j 
E 
E 
a morphism of cospans. We always have ii 4 . We say that (p, q) is a right cofibra- 
tion from B to A precisely if [I z 
I1 
(= i*) has’s right adjoint in (COSPN X)(B, A). 4 
We henceforth assume this and write @, : E+q for it. Note that 
4 
tiili*i t@,il@~ in A, 
E 
@, is an inclusion and @,= [E, q, q*], t’he latter by Lemma 1. (We should note the 
obvious: In any bicategory, formal properties of right cofibrations can be deduced 
from corresponding properties of left cofibrations by duality. Our present interest, 
however, is a description enhanced by ambient proarrows. We have not assumed, 
and on the basis of the examples should not assume, that proarrows are unaffected 
by the duality in question. The arrow i *, belonging as it does to X, necessarily has 
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a right adjoint in A. We have made a considerable requirement of it by hypothesiz- 
ing i*i @, in (COSPN x)(&A). It may be useful for the reader to consult [9, 
p. 731 at this point.) 
As in the description of left cofibrations we have a canonical transformation, 
i-a,, from which we get by adjointness, @,*+i*. The latter can be shown to be 
of the form where w: Y+E:E+E in A. 
Proposition 6. (Y, ty) is an idempotent comonad on E. 0 
We say that (p, q) is a cofibration from B to A if it is both a left cofibration and 
a right cofibration and the coactions coassociate. We will state precisely what 
‘coassociate’ means and show that in the context of proarrows, coassociativity holds 
for any (p,q) which is both a left cofibration and a right cofibration. 
Remark 7. The reader familiar with [9] should not be too surprised by the redundan- 
cy of coassociativity in this context. In the case of TOPoP-+TOPLEX, left actions 
are given by pullbacks and right actions are left exact. Associativity is easily derived. 
Using CAT-valued representables one can even argue that way for general Z-+A. 
Write (p,q)LZ=(i:A+p*+B:qj) and (p,q)W=(pi:A+q+-B:j) as above. 
Then 9 and B underly &doctrines (comonads in the bicategorical sense) on the 
bicategory (COSPN X)(B,A). Refer to [13] for a comprehensive account. We 
repeat here only what we need. 
Lemma 8. ZB-ST. 
Proof. Each of the cospans (p, q)SZ!X and (p, q)SQZ is seen to be equivalent to that 
which arises in a universal diagram (in Yt) of the following form: 
P* 4 
A-E-B 
. 0 
If we write p*, q for the codomain of the universal cospan in the proof of the 
preceding lemma, then, immediately from the universal properties, 
E 
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where the arrows are the canonical inclusions, is a global pushout in both X and 
A. Now @, : E+p* is an arrow of cospans, so, modulo identification as in the 
proof of Lemma % and the above definition of p>, we have @tB : q+pq. 
(In fact it is easy to show @,9? -I @,*3 -I j’ in Tt.) Similarly, we have @ig :p*+ 
p>, (with i’+ i’*+ @,LZ in X). We say that @, and @, coassociate if the follow- 
ing diagram commutes: 
Proposition 9. If p : A+ Et B : q is both a left and a right cofibration from B to 
A, then it is a cofibration from B to A. 
Proof. We have only to show that the above diagram commutes. From [17] we have 
that 
* 9 
A\ 
A-E-B 
P* 4 
is an opcollage diagram in A. Thus to show the pair EZp*,4 in the definition of 
coassociativity isomorphic, it suffices to show that they correspond to isomorphic 
lax cones from E to A+E+B. 
The arrows @I,: E+p* and @, : E+q, are determined by the lax cones 
A-E and E--B 
P* 4 
respectively. The arrows @$ and @,3, being out of collages and into the op- 
collage p*, q, admit more complicated matrix descriptions but the data reduces to 
P* 
A-E 
4 
E-B 
A-E-B and A-E-B 
P* 4 P* 4 
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respectively. We have q7 q@ from the third component of qj=q@,. (Recall 
j= [P*, P*,EI and @I= [P*, @P*, @I.) 
Now the composites (~@,)(@?~9), respectively (@,)(@I,~) are obtained by 
pasting the left, respectively right, diagrams above at p*, respectively q. In each case 
the composite is isomorphic to 
A-E-B 
P* 4 
(We have @q*: @q*Sq* in virtue of @q*=@,j*q*=@,@:q*=q*. The second 
isomorphism comes from q@,=qj which we have assumed in the hypothesis that 
@, is an arrow of cospans.) q 
Proposition 10. For A+B: @ in JM, i: A +9+-B: j is a cobifration B to A. 
Proof. From the preceding discussion we need only verify the existence of 
@, : g+i* and @, : g+j. For the first we claim that it corresponds to 
B 
Ai&..$ j 
AFi, 
\-/ 
i* 
(We have left unlabelled the two arrows into i* because here our generic use of i 
and j would be confusing.) Similarly, for the second we claim that the relevant 
diagram is 
By construction, the putative @, and @, are at least in YL and morphisms of co- 
spans. We leave the check of the adjointness relations as an exercise for the reader. 
0 
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It is our intention to show that the cofibrations i:A + g+B:j, as above, are 
precisely the codiscrete cofibrations. We close this section with a few simple results 
about arbitrary cofibrations. Some of these we will need in the next section. 
Lemma 11. If p : A +E+B : q is a left (respectively right) cofibration from B to A, 
then p (respectively q) is an inclusion. In either case pq * C 0. 
Proof. We have 
P A-E 4 E-B 
P* and q 
since @, and @, respectively, are morphisms of cospans. @r and i, respectively @, 
and j, are inclusions. Therefore p, respectively q is an inclusion. 
If (p,q) is a left cofibration, thenpq*=i@;Eq*=ij*q*=Oq*=O. 
If (p,q) is a right cofibration, then pq*=p@,j*=pij*-pO=O. 0 
Lemma 12. The following diagrams are pushouts in d(E, E): 
PUPAE q*q -E 
4 
Proof. For the first, we note again that 6, : ES @I@;” and further that the com- 
posite @,@;F can be written 
P 
[P*Y @P*> @I il 5 E-p*- E. 
According to [17, Proposition 301, the latter composite is the pushout of 
@p*p :p *p + @p *p + @ : @e in J11(E, E). Similarly, the description 
Y 
[ 1 4w lCg,q*l q E-q-E 
of the composite @jr@,* establishes that the second diagram is also a pushout. q 
Corollary 13. The following diagrams are pushouts in A(E, E): 
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Proof. For the second, apply @, on the right, to the second diagram of the above 
lemma. The result is again a pushout (since finite colimits in horn categories are 
stable under composition from either side by [17, Proposition 201. Then one has only 
to show that q*q@=q*q. For the latter, we note q@,=qj, since @, is an arrow of 
cospans. Expanding, we have q[p*,@p*,@]=q[p*,p*,E], hence [qp*,q@p*,q@]E 
[qp*, qp *, q]. Comparing the third entries we have q@ r q and hence q*q@ = q*q. A 
similar argument applies for the first diagram. 0 
4. Codiscreteness 
Recall that an object Z of a bicategory is codiscrete if for all 
@ = v/ and this unique transformation is an isomorphism. 
Lemma 14. For any codoctrine $2 on a bicategory 3, the forgetful homomorphism 
.%‘9, -+ 93 preserves and reflects codiscreteness. 0 
Cofibrations from B to A are coalgebras for the codoctrine L%%? (- 9?=9), of Sec- 
tion 3, on (COSPN X)(B,A). (See [ 131.) Hence: 
Corollary 15. A cofibration is codiscrete qua cofibration if and only if it is so qua 
cospan. Cl 
Lemma 16. If f : A + B is a surjection in LX, then f is codiscrete in A/X. 
Proof. Recall from [17, Corollary 241 that f is a surjection if and only if f opreflects 
isomorphisms. The uniqueness statement implicit in the conclusion of the lemma 
also follows from a more careful analysis of the quoted result. 0 
Corollary 17. For a cofibration p : A -+E+B:q, if [z]:A+B+E is a surjection, 
then (p,q) is codiscrete. 0 
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The purpose of this section is to establish the converse of the above in our assum- 
ed context of proarrows, Z-+-t. We require some preliminary technicalities. 
For an object A in a bicategory 95’ and X in CAT, we write X. A for an object 
of .%’ which (bi)represents the homomorphism CAT(X, 3(/l, -)). We refer to X. A 
as the X-fold multiple of A, although the term ‘tensor’ is widely used. Recall that 
x has 2-fold multiples which are preserved by ( )* : Z+ JM. (See [17, Proposition 
131.) 
Lemma 18. For objects p : A --t E+ B : q in (COSPN Z)(B,A) with p and q inclu- 
sions and 0 ?pq *, 2-fold multiples exist and are preserved by (COSPN Yl)(B, A) -+ 
(COSPN d)(B, A). 
Proof. We should begin by remarking that this lemma is quite straightforward, even 
without the restrictions on (p,q), if Z has (global) pushouts which are preserved 
by ( )* : LX-+ =A%. For the required 2-fold multiple is the same thing as the colimit 
object of 
A 2.E B 
together with the injections from A and B. However, present experience with the 
example YL = TOP and foundational considerations suggest that we eschew colimits 
in favour of collages. (We further remark that our standing assumptions on 
( )* : X+&X do ensure pushouts of pairs of inclusions in YL. Indeed, they can be 
constructed as in TOP (see [6, p. 11 l] and the construction of 2. (p, q) which follows 
is somewhat similar.) 
Consider the proarrow T:A@E@E@B+A@E@E@B, where 
(Recall the matrix calculus in [17].) 
(i) T underlies a canonical monad. The unit is obvious and the multiplication 
becomes so upon inspection of TT. 
(ii) A representable T-opalgebra with codomain X is an arrow 2 : A @E @EC@ 
B+X in Z, together with a transformation @ : T?+x satisfying the unit and 
associative laws. Taking the unit law into account and using matrix notation, @ 
takes the form 
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wherea:AjX,e:E-tX,f:E~Xandb:B~XareinYtandwherewehavewrit- 
ten transformations out of local sums as row vectors (rather than column vectors) 
enclosed in parentheses. 
(iii) Part of the configuration obtained from such a T-opalgebra is as follows: 
(iv) Inspection of the form of T(rg) (=(TT)X) shows that the associativity law 
for a T-opalgebra involves 72 ‘scalar’ equations. By ‘scalar’ here we mean an entity 
that is free of explicit references to either global or local sums. We state. without 
proof, that amongst these are the following 
(P *a)P = pe, 1 I (P*Yv = Pf, (pP)a = rS -‘a, (pS)y = j--‘a, 1 
(P&)Y = a9 (q&)0 = n, 
r = (P *Y)PT i= (q”o)e, CfJ 
13 equations: 
(4 *n)e = ge, (qeb = 4 -lb, 
= (qP)n. 
(v) p:p*a-+e corresponds by adjointness to a transformation a+pe. The first 
pair of equations asserts precisely that (Y is an isomorphism. (Refer to the diagram 
in (iii) above.) Similarly, the other 3 pairs of equations assert precisely that y, 71 and 
o are isomorphisms. Modulo these isomorphisms the next 2 equations say ‘PC = a’ 
and ‘q& = b ‘. Finally, the last 3 equations just express <, c and QJ in terms of the 
other data. 
(vi) We state, again without proof, that all 72 equations mentioned in (iv) either 
hold trivially or follow from the 13 explicitly given. It follows that a representable 
T-opalgebra is just a transformation of cospans in Yl with ‘domain’ (p,q). 
(vii) Finally, it is clear that an arbitrary T-opalgebra is just a transformation of 
cospans in &Z with ‘domain’ (p,q), which completes the proof. q 
Corollary 19. A cospan as in Lemma 18 which is codiscrete in (COSPN Z)(B, A) 
is codiscrete in (COSPN J%)(B,A). 0 
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Proposition 20. For a cospan p : A + E + B : q with p and q inclusions and pq*C 0, 
in particular for a cofibration from B to A, the following are equivalent: 
(0 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
[:I : A@B-+E is a surjection, 
(p, q) is codiscrete, 
@Cq”q, 
yc-P*p, 
4 “4P *P 
is a pushout in &(E,E). 
(vi) [p*, q*] : E+A 0 B reflects isomorphisms in A. 
Proof. (i) = (ii). Recall Lemma 16 and its corollary. 
(ii) - (iii). The transformation q*q + @ intended in (iii) is the transpose of 
q+qjj*=q@,j*=q@. Consider 
E 
E 
It is easily seen to be a transformation in (COSPN &)(B, A). By (ii) and Corollary 
19, q*q+@ is an isomorphism. 
(iii) = (iv). The transformation intended in (iv) is the transpose of p+p@,@:- 
pi@,*=pul. We always have Yq*qCO. (qQr=j* @:q*=j** Yq*q=i@:q*q= 
ij*q 2: Oq = 0.) Hence the top row of the first pushout in Corollary 13 reduces under 
(iii) to 010. Hence the bottom row, p*p -+ Y, in that case becomes an isomorphism. 
(iv) * (v). Substitute p*pZ Y in the second pushout of Lemma 12. 
(v) - (vi). Let r : f+g : F+ E be given with r[p*, q*] an isomorphism and consider 
the following diagram in which two faces are necessarily pushouts: 
fq*4p*p=q*4pi~gq*qp~p 
J x \ 
fq*q ‘“_‘” > gq*q fP*P =:yp ‘gP*P 
\ x J 
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Clearly z is an isomorphism. 
(vi) * (i). See [17, Corollary 241. 0 
Corollary 21. For A + B : CD in A, i : A + p 6 B : J' is a codiscrete cofibration from 
BtoA. 
Proof. Recall [17, Lemma 291. ([:I : A @B+ p is a Kleisli opalgebra for the monad 
[“, i] and thus a surjection by definition.) 0 
5. The main result 
An arrow between cofibrations from B to A is an arrow of cospans which is an 
g.% (- %ZZ) coalgebra homomorphism. Write (COFIB X)(B, A) for the locally full 
subbicategory of (COSPN X)(B, A) determined by the cofibrations and such arrows 
between them. We will not go into details here because our present interest is in 
codiscrete cofibrations and for these the situation is very simple. Indeed, from [13, 
3.321 we have that any arrow of cospans from a codiscrete cofibration to a cofibra- 
tion is necessarily an arrow of cofibrations. We write (CODCOFIB .;zl)(B, A) for the 
full and locally full subbicategory of (COFIB X)(B, A) determined by the codiscrete 
objects. From the quoted result we have immediately that (CODCOFIB X)(B, A) 
is the full subbicategory of (COSPN X)(B, A) determined by the codiscrete cofibra- 
tions and, of course, it is locally discrete. 
Theorem 22. (CODCOFIB x)(B, A) = A(B, A). 
Proof.Foranycospanp:A+E+B:qwehaveA+B:qp*. ForanyA+B:@in 
,M we have, by Corollary 21, the codiscrete cofibration i : A + $j + B :j. That these 
constructions succeed in defining an equivalence of categories, as in the theorem 
statement, now follows easily. From [17, Corollary lo] we have @=ji*. On the 
other side we have only to show that for (p,q) a codiscrete cofibration, 
E 
is a collage diagram. Consider the monad [,$* g] on A @B. [:I[:] *= [g][p*,q*] = 
[ g: $]= [ $* z], the last isomorphism by Lemma 11. So necessarily [t] is an op- 
algebra for [ qG* i]. Since [$I is a surjection it is in fact the Kleisli opalgebra. By 
[17, Proposition 81, the diagram is a collage. 0 
Corollary 23. For p : A + E+ B : q in YZ the following are equivalent: 
(i) (p,q) is a codiscrete cofibration from B to A; 
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(ii) p and q are inclusions and pq “c-0 and [i]:A+B-+E is asurjecNon; 
(iii) 
E 
is a collage. 0 
For some bicategories YL, general cofibrations can be composed via a construction 
that is due to Street. (See [13].) The idea is roughly as follows: For cofibrations 
p:A-tEtB:qfromBtoAandr:B-tFtC:sfromCtoB,writeAjFoEtC 
for the composite cospan obtained by pushing out and A -+ F+E+ B for the cospan 
obtained as a cocomma object: 
E\ /IF F\;_JF 
FOE F+E 
There results a transformation 
in (COSPN .X)(C, A). Its inverter, F@ E, is a cofibration from C to A and defined 
to be the composite of F and E. The goal is COFZB X, a bicategory whose objects 
are those of YZ and whose bicategory-enriched horns are (COFIB X)(B, A). 
We note that our present assumptions on ( )* : %+A do ensure the existence 
of FOE and F+E above but, apparently, not FOE. In a subsequent paper [l I] we 
will deal more fully with general cofibrations and their relationship to gamuts 
relative to uM. A further axiom on ( ) * : Ylcl-tdY, valid in the main examples, will 
be introduced at that time and construction of FOE will then be possible. It will 
transpire that for codiscrete (p, q) and (r, s) we have a surjection-inclusion factoriza- 
tion diagram 
pa i 1 sb A+C-FOE 
Here we take this to be our definition of FOE in the codiscrete case. The next 
lemma shows that this makes sense. 
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Lemma 24. For codiscrete cofibrations (p, q) from B to A and (r, s) from C to B, 
t : A + F@ Ec C : u, as above, is a codiscrete cofibration from C to A. 
Proof. By definition, A + C-tF@ E is a surjection. Since pushouts of pairs of in- 
clusions yield inclusions and composites of inclusions are inclusions, each of 
pa : A + FOE and FOE+ C : sb is an inclusion. From tc=pa and UC= sb and c an in- 
clusion we conclude that t and u are also inclusions. To show tu*tO note first that 
tu*= tcc*u*=pab*s*. Sincepq *GO (Grs*), it suffices to show that q*r+ab*is an 
isomorphism (i.e. that the pushout square is ‘exact’ in the sense of Guitart [5]). This 
is a good place to sketch a proof of our earlier assertion about pairs of inclusions. 
Just as for topoi (see [6]), 
0 
ELF 
is a collage diagram. r*qa+ 6, respectively q*rb --f a, transposes to qa + rb, respec- 
tively rb-qa and one shows these to be inverse isomorphisms. But, as we have 
done for other collages, we can realize [g] as a Kleisli opalgebra for the monad 
1 ,.tq $‘j:E@F+E@F. So we have [,fq q~]=[~][~]*=[~][a*b*]=[~$ $1. Com- 
paring entries gives q *r s ab * and a and b inclusions as claimed above and r*q 7 ba *. 
The last isomorphism will be used in Theorem 25. q 
That 0 is associative and unitary, up to isomorphism, is easily inferred from the 
corresponding properties of 0. Now write CODCOFIB Z for the bicategory whose 
objects are those of Yl, whose horn categories are (CODCOFIB Yl)(B, A) and whose 
horizontal composition is given by 0. 
Theorem 25. CODCOFIB Z-d. 
Proof. After Theorem 22 it suffices to show that for (p,q) and (r,s) as above that 
ut*=sr*qp*. But sr*qp*=sba*p*=ucc*t*=ut*. q 
6. The applications 
For reasons that are well known, BTOP/S is a more interesting and more useful 
bicategory than TOP. We would like to begin by applying the proarrow theory to 
TOP/S. We make use of the fact that ( )* : TOP + TOPLEXCo is an example. For 
S an object of Yl, write Z/S for the obvious slice bicategory. Thus arrows are 
triangles over S which commute up to specified isomorphism. In the context of 
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( )* : N-064, we write A//*S for the bicategory having as objects those of X/S, 
as arrows (from a to 6) diagrams 
in A, as transformations commutative diagrams 
in A, where, as usual, ‘commutative’ here means (zb)t,~ = 4. Evidently, we have a 
homomorphism X/S+&//*S, for @ above may be in LX and 4 may be an iso- 
morphism. 
Proposition 26. Zf ( )* : X+&k! satisfies Axioms 1 to 5, then so does X/S-&//,S. 
Proof. By definition, YZ/S-+A//,S is the identity on objects and it is locally fully 
faithful since &+A is. For 
it is easy to check that 
* 
‘ B A\-/ b 
S 
is a right adjoint, where the transformation, not generally an isomorphism, is the 
transpose of the inverse of fb-+a. Thus X/S -A//,S is at least proarrow equip- 
ment for X/S. 
The initial object of X/S is ! : O+S. It is clearly preserved by X/S+&//,S. 
Moreover, ! : O+ S is also terminal in A//,S. Considering 
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S 
there is an essentially unique choice for A ‘0, viz. !* : A+O, since 0 is terminal in 
J%. Now the composite A * 0 + S is initial in &(A, S) [ 171 and hence the transfor- 
mation in the diagram is uniquely determined. 
Similarly, domain : X/S+X creates binary sums. To see that these are preserved 
by .X/S-JZV//,S we use both the fact that such are preserved by LX+& and the 
fact that universals yield equivalences of horn categories. Indeed, given 
@ Y 
A-C-B 
the (essentially) unique arrow from [g] : A 0 B+S to c: C-t S must have arrow 
component given by [ $1: A 0 B+ C. Having ‘chosen’ such [ $1, [ $]c+ [g] is com- 
pletely determined. For [ ‘$]c= [ Fi] and a transformation [g] + [$I is a pair 
(&+a, Yc+b) which is seen to be necessarily (@, I,v). We claim that the right ad- 
joints, in =MLS, to the injections for the sum above provide a product diagram. 
Given 
@ Y 
A-C-B 
S 
the arrow component of an arrow from c to [g] corresponding to the above pair, 
((@,@),(Y,v/)), must be [@,Y]:C+A@B. Since [@,Y][~]=@a+Yb, a sum in 
d(C,S), the transformation component is just that given by ($): @a+ Yb+c. 
(Recall the [ l’s global and ( )‘s local convention of [17].) This completes the re- 
quirements for Axiom 4. 
Next, consider a monad on a: A-+S in u~ZLS. We write 
A-A 
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for the underlying arrow. From the description of transformations in &//*S, it 
becomes clear that the rest of the data provides a monad (A, @, q, p) on A in ?M, for 
which @ is an opalgebra structure on a. We have a universal opalgebra, k : A -+ A rg 
together with IC : @k-k, in A. The opalgebra @ then induces an essentially unique 
arrow from A, to S, call it a,, as shown in the following diagram: 
It follows from Axiom 5 for ( )* : Yl +J%’ that the above is an arrow in X/S. One 
then checks that a, : A, + S is (the object part of) a Kleisli opalgebra for the given 
monad in &//,S and that it respects representability with respect to X/S+A//,S. 
For general reasons, 
is an algebra for the given monad in &//,S. If 
is an algebra, then [ !P, 71 is a @-algebra for the monad on A in A. Write [Y, 751 also 
for the essentially unique arrow B+A@, whose composites with k*, respectively 
K*, are Y, respectively 7. To verify that ati : A,+ S is Eilenberg-Moore for the 
monad in &//,S we now have only to show that upon choice of [Y, 71, a transfor- 
mation [Y, t]a,+ b is uniquely determined. However, a0 is the arrow denoted [z] 
in [17] and as shown there we have a coequalizer 
Y@ 
Y@a: Ya+ [Y, s]a($ 
sa 
in .M(B, S). y : Ya+ b coequalizes the above pair in virtue of 7 being a transforma- 
tion in Jll//,S. The required [Y, slam+ b is now evident. 0 
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Corollary 27.Zf( )* : X+J% satisfies Axioms 1 to 5, then dl//,S- CODCOFIB S/S. 
Corollary 28. TOPLEXCo//,S - CODCOFIB TOP/S. 0 
Morphisms of proarrow equipment were considered in [17, p. 1631. Our thoughts 
on BTOP/S will be phrased as a simple example on such morphisms. 
Given proarrow equipment ( )* : S’i+dt’, suppose that Z’ is a full, locally full 
subbicategory of Z. (Thus Z’iis determined by a subclass of the objects of %.) Now 
suppose that A’is a locally full subbicategory of & such that both Z’wZ (J% 
and Z ,c00p~~c00p (& f actor through A’-&. Then ( )* : X’+dZ’ satis- 
fies Axioms 1, 2 and 3 and the pair Z’)-+JZ, J%‘-J% constitute a morphism of 
proarrow equipment. (A’+& need not be full.) 
In order that ,Z’+J%’ satisfies Axioms 4 and 5, assuming that Z+J+! does, the 
following properties suffice: 
(i) OEZ’; A,BEX’ implies A+BEX’; @:A+C+B: YE& implies 
[$]:A@B-+CE~‘; A~C~B~~‘implies [@,Y]:C+A@BEJ&‘. 
(ii) (A, @, q, ,u) E 4’ implies A, E Yl’; 
an opalgebra in A’ implies [C] : A,+XE A’; 
A-A @ 
an algebra in J&’ implies [r, y] : X+A, in A’. 
We now apply the above considerations to Z/S-JZ//,S. Let 55’ be a class of 
arrows in Z with codomain S. Write %x/S for the full, locally full subbicategory 
of .%1/S determined by 3’. Let 9? be a composition closed class of arrows in J+? and 
write 59&S for the locally full subbicategory of ALS determined by 55’ and a; 
i.e. the objects of B&S are those of ?.5’Z/S and the arrows between such are 
those arrows in &//,S whose arrow component is in 9?. Then, if every arrow f in 
.95%/S has both f and f* in a, 59Z/S-t5Z&,S is proarrow equipment. Indeed, 
we have it included in s/S-A//,S. 
It is straightforward exercise to translate the closure properties (i) and (ii) above 
to closure properties of Z8 and 9?. For such 55’ and 5? then, .‘%‘~/S-.%/“*S also 
satisfies Axioms 4 and 5. In case Z+JZ is TOP+TOPLEXCo and 95’ denotes 
‘bounded over S’, the example S= set, which follows, suggests that 8 should 
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denote left exact functors with ‘rank relative to S’. 
Write GTOP for the full and locally full subbicategory of TOP determined by the 
Grothendieck topoi. GTOP (- BTOP/set) is not closed with respect to the left exact 
cotriple construction. However, it is closed with respect to the left exact cotriple 
construction for left exact cotriples with rank. Here we can apply our subproarrow 
equipment considerations directly to TOP 4 TOPLEXCo. Write GTOPRANKLEX 
for the bicategory of Grothendieck topoi, left exact functors with rank and natural 
transformations. 
Theorem 29. ( )* : GTOP + GTOPRANKLEX” is proarrow equipment satisfying 
Axioms 4 and 5. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that Grothendieck topoi are locally presentable. 
See [7, 7.91 (or [l]), for example, to show that direct images between Grothendieck 
topoi have rank. 0 
Corollary 30. GTOPRANKLEX” - CODCOFIB GTOP. q 
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